
SLIDING 
DOORS 

PVC

THE BEST EXIT
TO THE TERRACE

T-Slide in color: black sm
ooth; handle in color: black



T-Slide 

T-Slide in color: coal grey sm
ooth; 

handle color: titanium
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Best close 
– even very large and heavy 

sash close smoothly and lightly

Invisible weld 
– high durability and 

aesthetics in one

Minimalistic design
– frame with a simple shape, 
with only the handle visible
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T-Slide in color: coal grey smooth; handle in color: titanium
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T-Slide is a modern sliding door, thanks to which the boundary between the  
interior of the house and the exit to the terrace blurs. The minimalist form and 
very good insulation parameters perfectly combine modern design and high  
comfort of use. They are the perfect complement to modern single-family houses 
and apartments with spacious terraces. 

Open up yourself to space 

ALU CLIPNO 
LEAD

TITANIUM
TECHNOLOGY

CLASS SEUROPEAN
STANDARDS



T-Slide in color: white 

Space without barriers

Best Close function
An additional door feature that slows down the sash before it closes, ensuring safe and quiet operation without slamming.  
The hidden mechanism allows the door to maintain its perfect appearance. Best Close can be used only when closing the sash 
(single-sided) or both when closing and opening the sash (double-sided).

two variants of thresholds: 67 mm and 24 mm
In the case you choose a threshold with a height of 67 mm, it is possible to adjust its height to the floor level and achieve  
a completely smooth transition.

The most durable terrace door with a frame depth of 182 mm

Full thermal comfort - Uw from 0.74 W/m2K 

T-Slide doors are manufactured using modern Titanium Technology, in which we use full-grade PVC mixed with titanium oxide. 
They are characterized by high rigidity, high resistance to discoloration, and the harmful effects of sunlight. Strong PVC profiles 
make it possible to create extensive structures, reaching nearly 6.5 meters in width.

With T-Slide, you don't have to worry about escaping heat from your home. The multi-seal sealing system used in the door  
provides high insulation properties equal to PVC windows. As a result, despite the door size, it guarantees complete thermal 
comfort.

* Uw value obtained according to DIN EN ISO 10077-2 for a window with dimensions: 3000 mm x 2300 mm in opening scheme "A" with glazing Ug = 0,5 (42 mm 3-pane package with warm frame).

1

Durability and energy efficiency
– multi-chamber sash and 182 mm 
deep frame as well as a multi-seal 
system, ensuring Uw of 0.74* and 
above. 
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Minimalistic design
T-Slide is comprised of simple frames and a modern handle is the only visible element of the fitting. 

21 available colors

invisible weld

profile colored in mass

possibility to apply aluminium cladding 

from classic white to the most fashionable Earth colors - on one or both sides

the corner weld is perfectly even, almost invisible, and more durable than other standard profile joints

interior color of doors in a double-sided color that is visible upon opening matches the color of the veneer: 
white, caramel, brown, anthracite

with the aluminum cladding you can get a unique design of terrace doors 
similar in appearance to the structure made of aluminum while 
maintaining high thermal and acoustic parameters

T-SLIDE ALU 
aluminium cover 
threshold 24 mm 

Smooth transition 
with a threshold matching the floor level. 
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Select your color2

Choose the type of construction 1

Design your T-Slide terrace door 

K

A Fx+

C

A

It is possible to choose colors not included in the offer on individual request.

white
in mass

black smooth solar oak
UK101-Z8

norman oak
A1002-Z3

crystal
white
WAQ50-Z6KDB74-Z8

coal grey
structural

YEM69-Z8
cream white

DB703

asteroid 
basalt

quartz grey

KDB74-F7

coal grey
smooth

UR602-Z8
sapeli

NDS62-Z8

charcoal 
brown

G0502-Z8
stripe pine

UQ901-Z8
brown oak 

F4466062

vintage pine
B2303-G7

polish pine
G4301-G7

KACV8-Z8

walnut
UK103-Z8

F4709026

carbone 
oak

F4703004

woodec turner
oak toffee

GROUP III

GROUP II

GROUP I

sheffield 
oak light
F4563081 F4703001

woodec turner
oak malt



Match the color and handle type3

Choose the appropriate threshold 

Select a pane

4

5

sun protection sound-absorbing tempered

threshold 67 mm
enables alignment with 

the floor level

threshold 24 mm 
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low-emission laminated, anti-burglary

handle inside grip 
outside

two-side handle 
with key lock

titanic

titanic

black

silver

titanic

golden

white

black

silver

titanic

golden

white



HKS

H
K

S in color: crystal w
hite; 

handle in color: silver

1
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Invisible weld 
– high durability and aesthetics 

in one

Intuitive operation 
–  choose between HKS Auto 

or HKS Manu

Aesthetic design 
– covered rolling slides



HKS is a modern alternative to classic balcony solutions. The door moves parallel 
to its plane and allows the room to be ventilated by tilting. They can be based on 
one of 7 available Budvar systems so that they can be perfectly matched in design 
and insulating properties.

Tilt or slide
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NO 
LEAD

TITANIUM
TECHNOLOGY

CLASS SEUROPEAN
STANDARDS

HKS in color: crystal white; handle in color: white



Two variants of the door
Tilt and slide doors are available in two options so that they can be perfectly matched to the preferences of the homeowners. 

HKS Manu

HKS Auto

An economic variant of the door that allows maximum use of home space. Before turning the handle to close the door 
(also from the tilt position), the door must be gently pressed against the frame.  

It is equipped with an power-assisted tilt function. In order to tilt or close the door from the tilt position, you only need to turn 
the handle - no additional force is required. Doors with this option have a larger design, so they can reach up to 4 m in width. 

The highest quality of doors manufactured in Titanium 
Technology
HKS terrace doors are manufactured using modern Titanium Technology. Due to the combination - at the stage of plastic 
processing - of full-grade PVC with an admixture of titanium oxide, we get a profile characterized by high rigidity, high 
resistance to discoloration, and harmful effects of sunlight. 

HKS in color: coal grey structural; handle in color: steel



The design of doors matches the windows design 
With a choice of 7 available systems, the design of the door can be perfectly matched 
to the design of the windows throughout the house.

21 available colors

invisible weld

profile colored in mass

from classic white to the most fashionable Earth colors - on one or both sides

the corner weld is perfectly even, almost invisible, and more durable than other standard profile joints

interior color of doors in a double-sided color that is visible upon opening matches the color of the veneer: 
white, caramel, brown, anthracite

Ecology
HKS terrace systems are certified to be free of admixtures of lead, cadmium, and compounds of other heavy metals. By choosing 
our doors, you can be sure that you are contributing to ensuring that these harmful substances do not poison the environment.
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Design your HKS terrace door 

Choose the right pane4

Match the type of construction 

Select the system

2

1

sun protection

with tilt 
power-assisted 

function

without tilt 
power-assisted 

function

sound-absorbing low-emission laminated, anti-burglary

Select the door variant3

 T-Passive Perfekt T-Passive Perfekt 
Forte

T-Passive PlusT-Passive Energy T-ComfortT-Classic T-Classic Forte

A C K G

tempered



Select your color6

Match the color of handle5
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silversilver

steelsteel

goldengolden

silver

silver

handle to 
HKS Manu

handle to 
HKS Auto

white white

It is possible to choose colors not included in the offer on individual request.

white
in mass

black smooth solar oak
UK101-Z8

norman oak
A1002-Z3

crystal
white
WAQ50-Z6KDB74-Z8

coal grey
structural

YEM69-Z8
cream white

DB703

asteroid 
basalt

quartz grey

KDB74-F7

coal grey
smooth

UR602-Z8
sapeli

NDS62-Z8

charcoal 
brown

G0502-Z8
stripe pine

UQ901-Z8
brown oak 

F4466062

vintage pine
B2303-G7

polish pine
G4301-G7

KACV8-Z8

walnut
UK103-Z8

F4709026

carbone 
oak

F4703004

woodec turner
oak toffee

GROUP III

GROUP II

GROUP I

sheffield 
oak light
F4563081 F4703001

woodec turner
oak malt



PremiLine

Prem
iLine - color: w

hite
1

2

3

1 2 3

Comfortable operation
- opening and closing

is possible with the
window handle 

Subtle design 
- a narrow, window-like

design that
lends lightness

Tailored to needs 
- choice of standard frame,

renovation frame, low threshold;
it is also possible to combine

PremiLine with windows



PremiLine - in color: white
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Sliding patio doors are characterized by an incredibly slim design. As a result, the 
door operation is very comfortable, and a specially selected guide rail ensures 
quiet operation. In addition, the door has a brush seal, which makes it dedicated 
for use in countries with a light climate.

Smooth transition to the terrace



gold f4 

gold f4

black

white

steel f9

silver f1

Design your patio door PremiLine

Choose the type of construction 

Choose the right pane

1

2

A C D

Match the color and handle type3
It is possible to use the option with a hidden handle or pull-handle.
Ask your dealer about available colors.

Standard handle pull-handle handle
hidden

recessed pull-handlepull-handle on both 
sides with lock

sunshade sound-absorbing low-emission laminated, anti-burglarytempered



Select your color4
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It is possible to choose colors outside the range, on individual request.

white
in mass

black smooth solar oak
UK101-Z8

norman oak
A1002-Z3

crystal
white
WAQ50-Z6KDB74-Z8

coal grey
structural

YEM69-Z8
cream white

DB703

asteroid 
basalt

quartz grey

KDB74-F7

coal grey
smooth

UR602-Z8
sapeli

NDS62-Z8

charcoal 
brown

G0502-Z8
stripe pine

UQ901-Z8
brown oak 

F4466062

vintage pine
B2303-G7

polish pine
G4301-G7

KACV8-Z8

walnut
UK103-Z8

F4709026

carbone 
oak

F4703004

woodec turner
oak toffee

sheffield 
oak light
F4563081 F4703001

woodec turner
oak malt



Dear Customer, if you want our windows and doors to serve you for many years, 
maintaining their technical parameters and ensuring your safety, take care of 
their proper installation. The solution that will ensure you the highest insulation  
parameters is so-called warm installation.

Remember about the proper 
installation!

This material does not constitute a sales proposal within the meaning of the Civil Code, has informative nature only and is subject to technical changes. We accept no responsibility for 
printing errors or mistakes. We reserve copyrights to this material. Reproduction both in whole and in part is forbidden without written consent.



Comparison of terrace doors

Opens up space

lift-and-slide

straight edges

standard

0.74 W/m2K

179 mm

multi-gasket 
solution

one-sided 
(optional: two-sided)

available in a two-sided 
handle option

 
ALU 67 mm with adjustable 

height to floor level  
(optional: 24 mm)

20 20

Opening system

Design

Door frame type

Uw **

Folding height*

Color palette

Number of gaskets

Handle

Lock

Threshold height

tilt-and-slide parallel-sliding

depending on the selected 
profile option straight edges

standard, renovation, 
monoblock and CH-frame

standard, renovation

from 0.48 W/m2K 
(depending on the selected profile option)

1,2 W/m2K

depending on the selected 
profile option

137 mm

depending on the selected 
profile option

n/a

one-sided

-

one-sided 
(optional: two-sided)

available in a two-sided 
handle option

depending on the selected 
profile option

depending on the selected 
profile option

PVC 61 mm  
(in option: ALU 20 mm)

Perfect fit Smooth transition  
to the terrace
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* Folding height of standard frame.
** Uw value obtained according to DIN EN ISO 10077-2 for terrace doors of 3000 x 2300 mm with the option of standard double-chambered glass with a warm frame in opening scheme A. 
In the case of PremiLine doors, this value was obtained for single-chamber glazing. 



BUDVAR Centrum Sp. z o.o. | ul. Postępu 10, 02-676 Warszawa, Poland
office: ul. Przemysłowa 36, 98-220 Zduńska Wola, Poland

tel. +48 (43) 824 31 32 | e-mail: windows@budvarcentrum.eu

Please see our window guide on 
www.budvarcentrum.eu/category/window-tips/

and on our social media channels.
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